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Discover a classic. 

  
Welcome to Presidio Classics and our newest line of exquisite, hand-loomed window coverings. 
  
With over 50 years of experience, our team is committed to producing window shades that are: 
 

       Naturally Beautiful.   We use only natural, sustainable fibers to produce our unique, artistic 
designs.   

 
       Fine Quality, Guaranteed.   Our products are made of the highest quality fibers hand crafted by 

skilled artisans and backed with a lifetime warranty. 
 
       Design Value.  Our goal is to offer an affordable, luxury product, so we work closely with designers 

like you to provide pricing and services tailored to your needs. 
  

Visit us at www.presidioclassics.com, or stop by our showroom to see our complete collection.  Please call 
our window experts to request a full set of sample swatches or shades. 
  

Founders Carol Bertao | Tim Moran | Silvio Ronutti 
 
 



Extra dense adds $5 per square foot

Natural Fiber Shades - Specifications

Natural Weave 
Name Fiber Type Roll up Extra Dense

Arguello skin of ramie Textile N N
Baker natural banana and abaca Sheers Y N
Blaney natural banana Sheers Y N
Bonita bleached banana and cotton yarn Textile Y N
Cranston brown kenaf Textile Y N
Dupont white ramie Sheers Y N
Finley bleached and cream banana fiber Sheers Y N
Funston arrowroot Sheers Y N
Graham white arrowroot Textile Y N
Halleck outer core of fine ramie Sheers Y N
Hays fine ramie Sheers Y N
Hitchcock water hyacinth with ramie Textile N N
Lobos skin of ramie 2" Warp N Y
Lyon golden ramie Textile N N
Marine bleached banana and palm Sheers Y N
Pantoll ramie and brown banana Sheers Y N
Pershing grey palm Textile N N
Ralston arrowroot Textile Y N
Ruger banana and silk Sheers Y N
Schofield grey palm Sheers Y N
Sheridan natural banana and ramie Sheers Y N
Stilwell arrowroot 2" Warp N Y
Torney bleached banana and ramie Sheers Y N
Winfield skin of ramie 2" Warp N Y

Available in



Extra dense adds $5 per square foot

Paper Fiber Shades - Specifications

Paper Weave 
Name Fiber Type Roll up Extra Dense

Arroyo deep taupe Textile Y N
Avalon hues of pearl Textile Y N
Avila cream, dove grey and maple Textile Y N
Cabrillo alternating cream and maple Textile Y N
Cambria white fiber suffused with dove grey 2" Warp N Y
Catalina maple brown and dove grey 2" Warp N Y
Channel light brown and white 2" Warp N Y
Crescent warm maple syrup Textile Y N
Elk warm linen white 2" Warp N Y
Inverness ice mist 2" Warp N Y
Jenner fawn unbleached linen Textile Y N
Laguna white and muted grey Textile Y N
Larkspur neutral strands 2" Warp N Y
Malibu white and maple strands Textile Y N
Mendocino tan and rich cream 2" Warp N Y
Montecito deep taupe 2" Warp N Y
Nicolas warm grey mist 2" Warp N Y
Olema classic cool grey and white Textile Y N
Pescadaro cream, dove grey and maple 2" Warp N Y
Pismo crisp white and soft camel 2" Warp N Y
Seashore lofty dove grey 2" Warp N Y
Simeon warm grey mist Textile Y N
Sunset light sandy brown with white Textile Y N
Trinidad warm maple syrup 2" Warp N Y
Westport classic white on white Textile Y N



Options

Cord Cleat
Provided with each shade as standard.  Pull the cord raising the shade to the desired height and tie off on the cleat.  To prevent dangling 

cords, a second cleat is included.  Available in brass or chrome.  Please avoid pulling the line cord into the edge of the shade as it damages 

the shade over time.  Simply pull the cord to the side and away from the shade.

Cord Lock
Available at no charge.  Allows you to easily raise or lower your shade and lock into the desired height.  Cord locks can be used on shades up 

to 70" wide.  Cord locks should not be used on shades that are higher than your reach.  Refrain from pulling the line cord into the edges of 

the shade as it will cause damage over time.  Simply pull the cord to the side of the shade and lock into place.  Cord locks require a minimum 

1” deep headrail.  We will supply either white or brown depending on the fabric selected.  To prevent dangling cords, 2 cord cleats are 

included to tie off cords.

Fabric Lining
The fabric lining option offers additional privacy and/or sun control.  Available in Ivory or White.  The maximum width without seaming is 

94”.  If seaming is required, we will seam horizontally at the upper quarter of the shade.

Room Darkening Lining Option
Please contact us for more information.

Clutch Lifting System
The optional clutch system with beaded chain loop makes it easier to lift larger shades.  Simply pull the white beaded loop to the desired 

height.  The beaded loop is approximately 2/3rd  the height of the shade.  The Clutch lifting system is available on a 1-1/4" and 2” deep 

headrail.  Advise left or right pull.  A tension device will be provided with each beaded chain loop to permanently attach to your wall or 

window frame.  Shade side return flaps are provided on all outside mounted shades.  They will be the width of the headrail and 5” in length. 

Roller Shade
The roller shade option offers a modern, contemporary ambience.  The weave fabric wraps around a metal tube into a neat roll.  A white 

beaded loop allows you to raise the shade to desired height.  There are two ways that the fabric is rolled onto the tube- standard and 

reverse.  Standard roll lays flat against the window and is the more popular choice.  Reverse rolls operate at the front of the roll and are 

commonly used to avoid window hardware.  This option is often installed into a soffit  or ordered with an optional front valance.  For sheer 

shades, optional fabric lined front or reverse valances are available to conceal the operating mechanism.  Available up to 96” width and a 

maximum length of 120”.  This option requires a 3” deep headrail.  Please contact us for motorized options.



Motorization
Please contact our team to discuss motorization options and requirements.

Valance
An optional valance is available on the front of the shade, reverse side of shade or both.  A front valance may be desired for a decorative 

element or to conceal lifting options on sheer shades.  A reverse valance or a fabric lined valance is preferable if a shade with a lifting option 

is visible from outside.

Delivery Times
Our standard delivery for custom hand-loomed shades is approximately four weeks from order. Optional fabric lining may add to your 

leadtime.

Care and Maintenance
Cleaning your shades- Very simple!  We recommend cleaning your window shades with the vacuum dusting brush attachment on low setting 

to remove surface dust particles.

Child Safety
Presidio Classics is committed to the safety of those who use our window treatments.  Please remember these common sense safety rules:  

Postion cribs, beds, playpens and other furniture on walls without windows and window cords.   Never allow anything to dangle into a bed 

or crib.  Keep all window pull cords and inner lift cords out of reach of children.  Make sure that tassle pull cords are short, that continuous-

loop cords are permanently anchored to the floor or wall, and that the cord stops are properly installed.  Be sure to install and consistently 

use included safety features such as cord cleats and tension devices.

Shipping & Handling
No one likes to pay shipping charges. Ever. That is why we have kept our rates as low as we have.  Our charge is a flat 3% of the order value. 

It's as simple as we could make it. When we looked at the competitive marketplace we were shocked to see shipping rates of 10%+!  Our 

preferred shipper is United Parcel Service utilizing ground delivery. We also offer our local customers the option to pick up their orders at our 

San Francisco showroom for no charge. It is always a pleasure to see our customers!  As a convenience to our customers, we do not split ship 

our orders. We feel it is always better and safer for things to arrive together.

Terms
Proforma - check or credit cards accepted.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

Warranty & Returns
Presidio Classics stands behind its products and offers a limited lifetime warranty. If any product fails due to manufacturing or design defects 

(i.e., a flaw in the product design, materials, or workmanship that causes the product to no longer function) under normal use please contact 

our customer service staff to rectify.  This limited warranty excludes defects that result from abuse, misuse, normal wear and tear. Please 

refer to our terms and conditions for a more in-depth explanation of our warranty.  Due to the custom nature of our product, returns are not 

allowed. If you have problems with an order or product, please contact us and we will work to find a solution that helps.



Options (continued)

Cord Cleat Clutch Lifting System - Side View Clutch Lifting System - Back View

Cord Lock Roller Shade with valance - Side View Roller Shade with valance - Rolled View



Measuring Instructions 
step 1 

Decide on your mount type
Pick the mount type that works best for your window. Choices are inside 
mount (inside the window frame) or outside mount (outside the window 
frame). Outside mounted shades attach either to the wall, window trim 
or ceiling.

Inside mounted shades are mounted inside the window frame for a clean 
architectural look. A 1/4" space on each side of the shade is required for 
ease of operation. Record the actual width of the window and we will 
automatically adjust the width for the required clearance.

Outside mounted shades are best if there is not enough depth in the 
window frame to mount a shade, or if there are other matters - such as door 
handles on French doors or protruding window locks or the window not 
measuring truly square.

To check the squareness of a window, measure diagonally in both directions. 
If the measurement is off by 1/2" or more, an outside mount might be the 
way to go.

Window depth requirements for shades with cleat or cord lock operation is 
1" depth, shades with clutch lifting option is 2" and roller shades require 3".

• Be careful not to transpose the width and length 
   (width is always the first measure).

• Use a metal tape measure for better accuracy.

• Round up to the next 1/8".

• Measure each window even if they appear the same.

• Make notes of each window and its room and location 
   within the room.

helpful guidelines before you measure

Inside mount measuring is best done with a metal tape 
measure for better accuracy. Best practice is to measure 
width at the top, middle and bottom. Please refer to our 
line drawings.

Record the smallest of the three measurements. Repeat 
the same process for the length at the left, middle and 
right side. Record the longest measurement if you want 
maximum coverage.

OUTSIDE MOUNT
Measure the width of the area you wish to cover, including 
any additional width coverage. There should be 3-4 inches 
overage on each side of the window.

Measure the length of the area you wish to cover, be sure 
to include the necessary length of the mounting area. 

step 3   

Place your order
Go to presidioclassics.com or call 877.938.1970. We are excited to help with 
your order, please call or chat with us if you need any assistance or advise.

step 2 
Measure your windows

INSIDE MOUNT

For cleat and cord lock operation, note whether the left or right side of the 
window is the preferred location for the pull cord. Choosing either a clutch 
lifting system or roller shade also requires that you notate which side you 
would prefer the operation (left or right side). 

Don't forget to write down which window you have measured. Something 
like "master bedroom or living room window". This will make installing them 
much simpler.
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